New insights into the glucose oxidase stick test for cerebrospinal fluid rhinorrhoea
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Rhinorrhoea is a clinical sign of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leakage in patients with skull fracture, but can also be attributable to respiratory secretions or tears. Laboratory tests confirming the presence of CSF are not sufficiently rapid to support clinical decision making in the emergency department and may not be universally available.

Detection of glucose in nasal discharge was traditionally used to diagnose CSF leak at the bedside, but has fallen into disuse as it has poor positive predictive value. We propose an algorithm to improve the diagnostic value of this test taking into consideration factors we have found to affect the glucose concentration of respiratory secretions. In patients at risk of CSF leak, nasal discharge is likely to contain CSF if glucose is present in the absence of visible blood, if blood glucose is <6 mmol.L\(^{-1}\), and if there are no symptoms of upper respiratory tract infection.

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leakage from dural tears complicates around 20% of basilar skull fractures and 25% of facial fractures.\(^1\) 2\(^\text{a}\) As CSF leakage is commonly complicated by intracranial infection in 3–31% cases,\(^3\) \(^4\) \(^8\) it is important not to miss the diagnosis. Clinical suspicion of CSF leak should be raised by the presence of rhinorrhoea; however, differentiating CSF from other causes of nasal discharge (respiratory secretions, tears, and blood) presents a diagnostic challenge. Immunofixation electrophoresis of nasal secretions in the laboratory can be used to detect β-2 transferrin—a protein produced by neuromielidase activity in the brain and uniquely found in CSF and perilymph.\(^7\) This test is not sufficiently rapid to provide support for clinical decision making in emergency departments and may not be available in all hospitals, particularly in developing countries.

Measurement of the glucose concentration of nasal discharge is a traditional bedside test for the detection of CSF leaks. Glucose oxidase sticks are wetted with nasal secretions and colour change is compared with a calibrated scale to determine glucose concentration. The presence of glucose is taken to indicate that secretions contain CSF. This test is easy to perform, cheap, and widely available, but has poor positive predictive value for CSF leakage. Glucose was detected in nasal discharge from 15/17 normal children\(^6\) and in 44% of clear nasal and lacrimal secretions from people without any risk factor for CSF leak.\(^9\) False negative results, where glucose oxidase sticks have failed to detect CSF, have also been reported.\(^3\) \(^8\) We propose that if factors determining the appearance of glucose in respiratory secretions can be explained, this old test could still have a role in identification of CSF leaks.

Factors determining the glucose concentration of respiratory secretions

We have adapted the glucose oxidase stick technique to measure the glucose concentration of nasal secretions in the absence or presence of rhinorrhoea.\(^7\) Glucose oxidase sticks (Roche Diagnostics, UK) were placed in contact with the nasal mucosa under direct vision using an otoscope and nasal secretions allowed to wet the glucose oxidase for 30 seconds. On removal, coating of the stick by secretions was verified by inspection. The stick was wiped after 30 seconds and read against a visual colour scale after a further minute. Using this technique we found that glucose was not detectable in nasal secretions from 20 healthy volunteers with normal nasal mucosa and normal blood glucose.\(^6\) Glucose was, however, present in nasal secretions of 12/24 people with nasal inflammation due to viral colds at 1–2 mmol.L\(^{-1}\).\(^5\) Ten of the people with detectable nasal glucose were re-tested two weeks later when rhinitis had resolved and nine of these no longer had glucose in nasal secretions. The person who still had detectable nasal glucose had persistent coryzal symptoms. Nasal epithelial inflammation induced experimentally by five or more repeat insertions of glucose oxidase sticks also increased the glucose concentration of nasal secretions from undetectable to 0.9 ± 0.5 mmol.L\(^{-1}\) in healthy volunteers.\(^10\)

The glucose concentration of nasal secretions is also increased where blood glucose is raised. Eighteen of 20 people with diabetes mellitus attending an out-patient clinic had 4 (2–7) mmol.L\(^{-1}\) (median (interquartile range)) glucose in airway secretions.\(^9\) We have described the relation between blood and nasal glucose concentrations in healthy people in more detail using a modified hyperglycaemic clamp technique.\(^6\) Blood glucose was raised in volunteers by controlled infusion of 20% dextrose and nasal glucose measured at predetermined blood glucose concentrations. Glucose was detected in nasal secretions above a blood glucose concentration of 6.7–9.7 mmol.L\(^{-1}\) in each of 12 volunteers. Nasal glucose concentration changed within 10 minutes of a change in blood glucose concentration and glucose was removed from nasal secretions if blood glucose was allowed to fall. A 75 g oral glucose load also increased blood glucose to 10–11 mmol.L\(^{-1}\), which was sufficient for glucose to become detectable in nasal secretions.\(^10\)

Accuracy of glucose oxidase sticks in the measurement of glucose concentration in respiratory secretions and CSF

Glucose oxidase sticks are designed to measure glucose concentrations in blood and hence function optimally at concentrations around normal blood glucose values (~4 mmol.L\(^{-1}\)).\(^3\) We compared glucose measurements obtained by glucose oxidase sticks with values obtained by a glucose analyser (GM9D, Analox Instruments, London, UK) in 50 samples of lower airway secretions obtained from patients intubated on intensive care.\(^9\) Lower airway secretions were both tested with glucose oxidase sticks and filtered to remove particulate matter before analysis of the filtrate (0.45 μm, Sartorius, Goettingen, Germany). Glucose measurements by sticks and analyser were similar where the glucose concentration of airway secretions was
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Is glucose detected in rhinorrhoea?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is the rhinorrhoea bloodstained?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the blood glucose (measured at same time as CSF glucose) &gt; 6 mmol.L(^{-1})?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any clinical features suggestive of meningitis or subarachnoid haemorrhage?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional symptoms of upper respiratory tract infection*?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These include sneezing, nasal blockage, cough, sore throat, sputum or purulent nasal discharge

**Figure 1** Algorithm to assist in evaluation of rhinorrhoea following a head injury

1–4 mmol.L\(^{-1}\). At higher glucose concentrations the sticks tended to overestimate the glucose concentration of airway secretions compared with the analyser. There were five false negative readings where the sticks did not detect glucose of 0.7–2.0 mmol.L\(^{-1}\) measured by the analyser.

In a previous study, glucose oxidase sticks from four different manufacturers (Visidex IIR, Haemo-Glukotest 20–800RR, Multistix R, and DextrostixR) were used to determine the glucose concentrations of 54 CSF samples.\(^1\) The results were compared with a standard glucose oxidase method (Beckman). The closest correlation between the standard method and glucose oxidase sticks was found for the DextrostixR when used with a glucometer (\(r = 0.8002\)). All four methods detected two cases with CSF glucose <1.5 mmol.L\(^{-1}\), but did not produce clear results for three cases with CSF glucose values 2.0–2.2 mmol.L\(^{-1}\). The authors commented that these results were confusing, and the implication is that glucose oxidase sticks are inaccurate at low CSF glucose concentrations.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR USE OF GLUCOSE MEASUREMENTS TO DETECT CSF LEAK**

We propose a simple algorithm to optimise the use of glucose measurement for the bedside detection of CSF leak in the emergency department (fig 1). If rhinorrhoea contains glucose, the specificity of the test for CSF can be improved by excluding other factors that increase the glucose concentration of nasal discharge. If the nasal discharge is not blood stained, the blood glucose (measured at the same time as CSF glucose) is <6 mmol.L\(^{-1}\), and there are no other symptoms of upper respiratory tract infection, such as sneezing, nasal blockage, cough, sore throat, sputum, or purulent nasal discharge, then this increases the likelihood that the discharge contains CSF. If rhinorrhoea does not contain glucose, then either it does not contain CSF or CSF glucose concentrations are below the limit of detection by the sticks (false negative measurement). CSF glucose concentrations may be low in people with bacterial meningitis, subarachnoid haemorrhage, neoplasia, and neurological complications of connective tissue disease.\(^1\) As both bacterial meningitis and subarachnoid haemorrhage\(^1\) may complicate head trauma, these should be considered in patients with glucose-free rhinorrhoea before ruling out a CSF leak. In people with recent head injury (<24 hours) who do not have blood stained nasal discharge or clinical features suggestive of meningitis or subarachnoid haemorrhage, it is likely that glucose free secretions do not contain CSF.

**COMMENT**

Detection of glucose in rhinorrhoea cannot be used alone to diagnose CSF leak nor can absence of glucose always exclude CSF leak. However, we anticipate that modified glucose testing, as proposed in our algorithm, could support clinical decision making, particularly in situations where more complex tests for CSF leak are not available.
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